
Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?Talking ab

YEAR

8

YEAR

9

YEAR

10

Explaining 
your 
personality

Talking about 
brothers
and sisters

Time capsule 
writing 
challenge

Colours

‘ A different language is a different vision of life. ’  Federico Fellini 

7
YEAR

Months 
Counting to 30
Birthdays

Learning how to 
greet others

Christmas in Spain

Free time activities
and opinions

Talking about 
the weather 
and seasons

Present tense verbs

Describing your family 
and numbers to 100

Saying what 
people look like

Describing where you live

Talking about breaktime 
and what you eat and drink

Describing 
your town 
or village

Describing 
your school

Sports

Days of the week

School subjects 
and opinions

Revision

Describing 
hair and eyes

The near future tense

Dressing up 
Challenge

European
languages 
week

Sounds of the 
Spanish alphabet

Day of the Dead

Ordering
in a café

Telling the time

Using the verb ir ‘to go’ 
and querer ‘to want.

Saying
what
you do in
your town

Using the near 
future tense

Creating a 
Spanish café

Christmas in Spanish 
speaking countries

Opinions about
holidays

Describing a
past holiday

Writing a
postcard

Saying how you
use your mobile

Talking
about TV

Describing what you 
did yesterday

Opinions about 
food

Mealtimes

Ordering a meal 
in a restaurant

Using the familiar and 
polite forms of ‘you’

What to buy
for a party

Revising and using
the near future tense

Holiday 
activities

The weather

European
Languages
Week

Holiday
preferences

Present tense verbs Describing a past 
holiday

Dealing with lost 
luggage

Being interviewed 
by customs

Booking 
accommodation 

Describing
a trip to
Barcelona

Dealing with 
complaints

Talking about shops

Describing a region

Prices

Planning 
activities

Weather
expressions

The future 
tense

Shopping for 
clothes and 
presents

Mealtimes and daily 
routines

Buying food 
and using 
quantities

Ordering in a restaurant Illnesses and injuries

Using the verb estar

Describing and comparing festivals

Giving opinions on
school subjects

Comparing 
subjects and 
teachers

School 
uniform 
and the 
school day

Comparatives,
superlatives &
justifications

Describing
your school

School rules 
and problems

Plans for a 
school
exchange

School activities
and achievements

Talking about
socialising
and family

Describing people
using adjectives

Social networks

Describing 
relationships

Talking about 
friends and family

Stem 
changing 
verbs

Free-time activities

Talking about
TV and film

Describing what 
you usually do

Sports

Perfect and
imperfect
tenses

Talking about what’s
trending and types of
entertainment

11
YEAR

Healthy eating Considering global issues Discussing local actions Healthy lifestyles International
sporting events

Pets

La Riviera Maya
Mexico

Opinions on 
music

MI VIDA 
My life

MI TIEMPO LIBRE 
My free time

MI INSTITUTO
My school

MI FAMILIA Y MIS AMIGOS 
My family and my friends

MI CIUDAD 
My town

MIS VACACIONES 
My holidays

TODO SOBRE MI VIDA
All about my life

¡A COMER!
Let’s eat!

Describing places
in a town

Directions

Describing a past visit 

DE COSTUMBRE
Habits and customs

¡DESCONÉCTATE!
Switching off!

CIUDADES
Towns and
cities

MI VIDA EN EL INSTI
My life at school

MI GENTE
My people

Making 
arrangements

Reading
preferences

INTERESES

E
INFLUENCIAS

Interests
and

influences

Who inspires you?

Making 
comparisons

¡A CURRAR!
Work

Talking about different 
jobs and
preferences

Talking about
how you earn
money

Using the verb 
‘soler’ in the 
imperfect tense

Describing work 
experience

Talking about the 
importance of  
languages and travel

Discussing gap
years and plans
for the future

HACIA

UN

MUNDO
MEJOR
Towards
a better
world

Describing
types of 
houses

Diet-related problems

Talking about the 
environment

Natural disasters

Spanish Learning Journey 
2020-21

Getting around a Spanish 
speaking airport


